Greetings to all our People and Satanic Warriors!

What can be said about this schedule? This is going to be one very hardcore defeat for the enemy. This will really set things forward so to say.

Our Gods want to give us a lot of things, including far more extensive guidance, power and benefits. However because the mass mind acts as an obstacle, this is not the case. Instead, we live in the spiritual game of the jews. However this will work on seriously changing this. For this reason this Schedule will be 12 days for now, as to not show what will happen after the schedule. A new cycle will begin after these, we go with cycles as you have seen in the schedules. The astrological patterns are also tying into this.

The Demonic Authority must be consolidated and to be made into an immovable mountain. This has to be done by extremely violent spiritual warfare. We have to impose this in the mind, and from there on, Satan and the Gods will do the rest.

Maybe the enemy doesn't really respect the "Goyim" anymore, and they consider them trash, however the Gods that have trashed their own 'chosen' race and driven them in the fire, metaphorically and/or literally, are just laying in wait to exact revenge for whatever has been committed against themselves and also against their people.

In other words, let's just open the door of this silly and closed mind of this cattle that is today called 'humanity' (for lack of better wording) and let the purgatory begin finally...

Lastly, it's to be stated that those who watch the "News" can see that the RTR's are manifesting in many ways. The enemy gets a beating. Also, they control the news, and those in the top can see the fluctuations and changes way better. In other words, our observatory ability is quite limited compared to this of the enemy, who understands the importance of what is being done, and replies equally with spiritual warfare on their own behalf.

They are far more aware of the "Satanic Times" than 'we' are, from this standpoint so to say. For example the headquarters of Google know very well what is the
percent of people searching for this or that, in the world. They have an actual and frozen statistical image of where this world is going. The average person doesn't have this. Equally so exist other means of such insight.

Here is something to cap this:


_____  

**Schedule Notes:**  

_____  

1. Because the Demonic Authority RTR takes some time compared to other Rituals, you can reduce the repetitions down to even 3. However, the 10 is the actual number of power. If you can't go for 3, then you have to go to 8. The affirmation must remain on the ten.

2. The 42 is a really important ritual and doesn't take all the time in the world. Even in the days missing, it can be done. It all depends on how you space your time.

3. Do you want to cause massive pain? Don't worry. 72 and Demonic Authority are your friends. One couples the other into a feat of impeccable disaster, not known into the ranks of the enemy for thousands of years.

4. You will see after the second day, you will start to be far better than you have been before. Problematic conditions for the children of the Gods are basically a product of our Gods being closed out of this silly jewtrix. When this is reversed, this is the most positive thing for us and the most damning for the enemy.

The whole game of the enemy was played upon this, to cloud the sun, play pretend and cover it so that the victims don't see it. But when the sun comes close even if you are blind you *WILL* be burned…

5. No auras of protection, nothing can save the jews, no Kabbalah, and no 72 name, if the Gods do break into from the mass mind of humanity. It's the power of the mass mind and the Goyim (The progeny of the Gods) that acts as their only shield against judgement and destruction.
RTR Schedule Dates:

Days of power are with an (*). In these days we fight hard, in the other days, we recharge while fighting.

2st of July*. 72, 42, Communications, Restoring Right to Gentile Nations RTR
3rd of July. 72, Demonic Authority RTR, 42, Communications RTR.
4th of July*. 72, Demonic Authority RTR 42, Communications RTR.
5th of July. 72, Demonic Authority RTR Holding the Enemy Accountable, Communications.
6th of July. 72, Demonic Authority RTR Holding the Enemy Accountable, Communications.
7th of July*. 72, Demonic Authority RTR Holding the Enemy Accountable, Communications.
8th of July******. 72, Demonic Authority RTR 42, Curse Israel.
9th of July******. 72, Demonic Authority RTR 42, Curse Israel.
10th of July. 72, Demonic Authority RTR 42, Communications.
11th of July. 72, Demonic Authority RTR 42, Communications.
12th of July. 72, Demonic Authority RTR 42, Communications.
13th of July*****. 72, Demonic Authority RTR 42, Communications.
14th of July*****. 72, Demonic Authority RTR 42, Communications.

Links to the Rituals:

Demonic Authority RTR - http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/2017_Solstice.htm
42 - http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Ritual_42.html
Communications - http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/11_9_Ritual.htm
Demonic Authority RTR - http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic19872.html
Holding the Enemy Accountable - http://josgreece.angelfire.com/N1526.htm
Curse Israel RTR -
Texts to the Rituals:

72

LINE 1
72 AIM AHVW AIM • 71 OHy OHy AYh • 70 AIM AYV OHy •
69 AYh 'OH AYR • 68 AHVW AYV AYKH • 67 ‘AH OHy ‘OH •
66 OHK UUN AIM • 65 AYBV AIM AHD • 64 OHy AYKH AIM •
63 AHVW UUN ‘AH • 62 AYh AYh OHy • 61 AYV AIM AHVW •
60 AYR OHTS AIM • 59 AYKH AYR AYh • 58 AHL OHy OHy •
57 AIM AIM UUN • 56 OHy AHVW AIF • 55 AYh AYB AIM •

LINE 2
54 AHTH OHy UUN • 53 ‘AH UUN UUN • 52 AIM AIM ‘AH •
51 EESH AYKH AYh • 50 OHy UUN AHTH •
49 AHVW AYh AHVW • 48 AYh OHy AIM • 47 AHL EESH ‘AH •
46 OHy AYR ‘AH • 45 AHL ‘AH AHSS • 44 AYh OHL OHy •
43 AHL AHVW AHVW • 42 AKH OHy AIM • 41 AYh AYh AYh •
40 AHZ OHy OHy • 39 ‘AH AYh AYR • 38 AIM ‘AH AYKH •
37 • OHy UUN ‘AH •

LINE 3
36 AHTH UUN AIM • 35 OHK AHVW OHK • 34 AYKH AYh OHL •
33 AHVW AYKH OHy • 32 AYR EESH AHVW •
31 AYV AYKH OHL • 30 AIM AVW AH • 29 OHy OHy AYR •
28 AYh ‘AH EESH • 27 AHT AYR OHy • 26 ‘AH ‘AH AYh •
25 AYh OHTH UUN • 24 AHVH AYh AYKH • 23 AYh OHL AIM •
22 OHy OHy OHy • 21 AKH AHL UUN • 20 AHL AYh AYP •
19 AHVW AHVW OHL •

LINE 4
18 AYH OHL AHK • 17 AHVW ‘OH AHL • 16 AYM OHK AYh •
15 OHy AYR AYh • 14 AYh AYVW AIM • 13 AHL OHZ OH •
12 ‘AH AYh AYh • 11 AHVW ‘OH AHL • 10 AHTH OHL ‘AH •
9 OHy OYZ AYh • 8 AHTH AYh OHK • 7 ‘AH AKH ‘AH •
6 AYh OHL OHL • 5 EESH AYh AIM • 4 AIM OHL ‘AH •
3 AYT OHy AHSS • 2 OHy OHL OHy • 1 AHVW AYh AHVW •
Vibrate SATANAS

After vibrating SATANAS, state with conviction 6 times:

• The Jews are fully exposed to the world
• The Jews have lost all protection
• The Gates of Satan have permanently opened wide
• The Jews have lost all of their influence and power over Gentiles
• The Jews have lost all of their power, control, and influence over the world
• Gentiles are powerfully and effectively reacting against the Jews

Vibrate SATANAS
Vibrate AUM

HAIL SATAN FOREVER!!

DEMONIC AUTHORITY RTR

Vibrate the words below 3, 9 or 10 times [10 is by FAR the best]: [On pronouncing the words scroll below]

1. UU-SH • EE-THAM-ONO • OHT • EN • NEE-MEE • E-TEE-EES-HAT-OPY • DEMO-NIA • AT • EE-K • E-EE-REEK • SET-NO-YEL • SARAKH • ATEM • O-EE-D • ATNOK-EEM-OHT-VEE • EE • EE-TH • NASP-ERTS-E-PEE •

2. ATN-OSH-EP • OO-AN-AR-U • EE-OT • KEE • NEE-PART-SHA • S-Ooh • SATANAN • NOT • NOO-RHO-ETH-E • SEE-O-TEE-VA • E-DH • NE-PI-EE •

3. EE-SEE-KEE-THA • EE-M • EE-O • SA-MEEH • NETH-OO • IAK • UOR-TH-CHY (EE) • YOT • NEEM-AN-EED • NEET • NA-SHAP • IPE • IAK • SCORPION • IAK • OPHEON • ON-APEE • NEE-TAP • YOT • NAEE-SEE-OKSH-E • NEET • NEEM-EE • AK-O-THEE-TH • EE-OTHEE •

4. SEE-OON- AR-UO • SEE-OHT • NEE • EEETP- AR-YEE-Y-NEE • NOM-EEH • ATAM-ON-OH • TA • EE-TOH • E-TH • ETER-ECH ----- E-TEE-SSH-AT-OPEE •
After you have vibrated the above 10 times, affirm the following 10 times [Satanas-Affirmation-Satanas is one turn]. Aum is at the beginning and the end, only done 1 and 1 times:

x1 AUM-

x10 [Vibrate SATANAS:

- The Jewish influence, control and bindings on Satan and His Demons are completely untied and are now void and nullified.
- The Jews, their god and their angels have lost any and all spiritual authority over the Demons and Gods of Satan.
- Satan and His Demons are restored to the heavens and in full power and authority, now and forever.
- THE JEWISH GOD IS OVERTHROWN, DEVOID OF ANY SPIRITUAL AUTHORITY AND COMPLETELY DESTROYED!

Vibrate SATANAS]

x1 AUM-

The above is ONE TURN and must be done 10 times for MAXIMUM effectiveness.

Close the Ritual with a big HAIL SATAN!

RAISE YOUR ENERGIES AND VIBRATE THE PARAGRAPH BELOW 6 TIMES:

Vibrate SATANAS
After vibrating SATANAS, state with conviction 6 times:

- The Jews have lost all protection
- The Gates of Satan have permanently opened wide
- Gentiles are reacting against the Jews
- The Jews have lost all of their influence over Gentiles
- The Jews have lost all of their powers to control events
- The Jews have lost all of their power, control, and influence over the world

Vibrate SATANAS
Vibrate AUM
HAIL SATAN FOREVER!!

—

Curse Israel RTR

All you need to do is vibrate the following 9 times:

AHKH-AHR-UHB • YAY-EHV • AHKH-EHM-USH •
AHL-DAHG-AH-AHV • AHKH-KHEHRR-AHV-AH-AHV •
LOHD-AHG • OIG-UHL • AHKH-SS--'EH'--EHV •
AHM-AHD-AH-AHH • TOKH-UHP-SHEEM--LOHK • AHKH-UHV •
UUKH-UHR-VEEN-AYV • ROH-AH • AHKH-EHL-AHK-MUU •
AHKH-AYKH-RAHV-UHM • AHKH-RAHV-AH-AHV

After vibrating the above paragraph 9 times, state with conviction 9 times:

- Vibrate AUM
  - Those who bless Israel are cursed
  - Those who curse Israel are blessed
  - Vibrate AUM

HAIL SATAN FOREVER!!

End of Ritual

—

Communications RTR

All you need to do is vibrate the paragraph below 9 times:
After vibrating the above paragraph 9 times, state with conviction 9 times:

- Vibrate AUM
- The Jews have lost all control of the media and of all communications totally, completely and permanently
- All media and communications are now free for Gentiles
- Vibrate AUM

HAIL SATAN FOREVER!!

End of Ritual

---

Reverse Torah Ritual: Holding the Enemy Accountable

---

RAISE YOUR ENERGIES AND VIBRATE THE PARAGRAPH BELOW 9 TIMES:

uhss • hahgg • ahgg • sheeb • mah’-ah • lohkh-uhl •

• eek • mahkh-oht-uhb • rahg-ahh • rayg-ahl-uhv •

• lay-ahr-sssee'-yh • yayn-uhb • lohkh-uhl • khahl-seen-uhv

Vibrate SATANAS
After vibrating SATANAS, state the following paragraph with conviction 9 times:

The Jewish people and the Gentiles who knowingly and purposely aid and abet
them in their crimes against humanity are all being held accountable. The Jewish people and their Gentile lackeys are being severely punished for all of these crimes and many more.

When you have stated the above 9 times, then
Vibrate SATANAS
Vibrate AUM
and State: HAIL SATAN FOREVER!!

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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